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Abstract

We introduce a three-threaded robotic agent architecture in which the threads share, atomically query and
update a Belief Store of facts. This records symbolic interpretations of:
 sense data received from outside the agent from sensors usually mounted on the robot or robotic
devices it controls but possibly free standing and fixed
 communications from another robotic agent Ag, using a common ontology, of:
o
Ag’s sense data, or facts inferred from this data
o
A query from Ag, or an answer from Ag
o
Ag’s intentions
o
forwarded data from Ag
The three agent threads are: a message handler, a percept handler, and a control thread. The first is the public
interface of the agent.
We demonstrate the use of the agent architecture with a multi-robot control application. Each agent
separately controls a track following robot navigating to a destination room through doors that are
exogenously opened and closed. The navigation done without risk of robot collision on tracks, and with
continuous re-computation of the shortest track path through doors believed to be open.
See https://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~klc/pathFollowers.mp4
The agents compute a new track path immediately they see, or are informed by another agent, of the change of
the open/closed status of a door on the untraversed part of their current path. They also keep one another
informed re their current room location, and their path following intention, by broadcasting this information
whenever it changes. The information used for the avoidance behaviour. In this application communication is
as important as perception. Indeed, the robots cannot see each other.
Background on TeleoR programming non-communicating robotic agents is given in the paper:
Robotic Agent Programming in TeleoR, Clark and Robinson, ICRA 2015, IEEE.
downloadable from: www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~klc/icra.pdf
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